Holocaust Research & Brochure Project

Project Overview
• Either with a partner or by yourself, you will choose one of the topics below and create a brochure.
• Your brochure should have at least 2 pictures.
• Your brochure should have a title page with your topic and name(s).
• The back page of your brochure should have information about you the author(s) and include your thoughts on the Holocaust. You may also wish to include a bibliography of related resources on your topic.

Brochures are due on ___________________.

Brochure Topics
Camps: examples, conditions, What did they look like? Why didn’t anyone know they existed?

Survivors: names & stories of some of the survivors

Anne Frank: Who was she? What was the Secret Annex? Her life & family?

The Third Reich: What was it? What were the SS Ranks?

Women & the Holocaust: name & stories, examples of poetry & letters, conditions

Children of the Holocaust: names & stories, conditions

Adolf Hitler: Who was he? Responsibility with Holocaust? Involvement in WWII? Beliefs and philosophies?

Death Squads: What is it? Describe the Einsatzgruppen death squad & its significance.

Adolf Eichmann: Who was he? Involvement with Holocaust? Describe the Eichmann trial.

Ghettos: What was it? Examples, conditions, stories of life there

Art of the Holocaust: What does Holocaust are typically depict (examples)? Who were some of the artists? How did Nazi culture impact art during this time?

Dr. Mengele: Who was he? What types of experiments did he perform in the camps?

Liberators: When and by whom were the camps liberated? What struggles did they face?

Oskar Schindler: Who was he? What was his role?

The Holocaust as a Business: How were the Jews and their property used as a profitable business for Germans?

Post-Holocaust Developments: What happened to the Jews who survived? How/where did they rebuild?